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DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/TECHNOLO GY/
MANAGEMENT/COMMERCIAL PRACTICE - OCTOBER, 2OIg

TRADITIONAL ARCIIITECTURE

(Maximum marks : 100)

PART - A

({\4aximum marks : 10)

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Define the term 'Thachan'.

2. Identify qualities of 'Dhumra' category of site.

3. Write about 'Prime dimension'.

4. Define 'Kizhakkini-sala'and give its yoni number.

5. Dfferentiate okacha' and'sidhartha' in 'dwisala'.

lTime:3 hous

Marks

(5x2 = 10)

PART - B

Mildmum rnarks: 30)

I Answer Nry fve of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Write about the'classification of vastu.

2. Explain the philosophy of 'brahmanda' and 'pindanda,.

3. Explain the method of finding cardinal dfuection usrng 'pole star obsenration'.

4. State the characteristics of ideal site {or human habitation.

5. Illuitate different ffis of plots according to shape.

6. Write about slopes and their qualities in a site.

7. Exptain tlre parts of a 'nalukettu' with the help of a sketch (5x6 = 30)
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PAR| - C

(Maximum marks: 60)

(Answer one fill question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

Uxrr - I

111 (a) Explain the development of Kerala architecture with influencing factors.

(b) Brief about the various phases in the development of Indian architecture.

On

Marks
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IV

VI

(a) Write about the roles of each kind of 'silpin' at a site'

(b) Brief about the resource materials, content and their authors in vastu'

UNrr - iI

Differentiate between the dimensional systems 'angulamana' and 'yavamana' with diagrams'

(a) Write about 'Vithis' in a plot with help of a diagram'

(b) Define and illushate 'Marmas', 'rajjus' and 'sutas' in a'mandala'.

UNir - III

Classify and comment on the planning principles on sites according to size.

On

(a) Explain the method of finding out ayadishadvargam'

(b) Calculate them for 92Kol 8Angula-

Ur.rrr - IV

Explain the design of combinations of 'salas' as the optimal solution for a residence'

Point out the social significance.

On

(a) Draw the 4 types of 'trisalas' and identifi their qualities with respect to directions.

(b) Draw the 3 tlpes of 'nalukethr' and identify their qualities with respect to directions.
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